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FOREWORD
I
This final report has been prepared for the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, George C. Marshall Space Flight Center, Hunts-
ville, Alabama, by the Stratos-Western Division of Fairchild Hiller
Corporation. The report covers the period from May, 1964 through
November, 1967. The design, developmgnt, and testing of the Cali-
bratable, Solid State Pressure Switch was accomplished under Con-
tract Number NAS8-11730, Control Number 1-4-50-01072 52 (3F).
This report contains no classified information extracted from other
classified documents.
The authors wish to acknowledge the understanding, cooperation, and
persistera efforts of the many NASA representatives to achieve the
goals of this program. In particular, the efforts of Mr. Roy Lanier,
Mr. B. V. Guynes, and Mr. J. Burson have been most appreciated.
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1
ABSTRACT
This report documents the efforts to design, develop, and
qualify a solid state differential pressure switch for use bf	 q	 Y	 P	 Y
NASA. The initial requirements included dual output ele-
ments, each with a nominal setpoint of 20. 5 paid. Setpoints
were to be individually adjustable within 2. 5 psi and with a
deadband of 0. 15 to 0. 50 psi under environmental conditions.
The calibration capability was to be an independent function.
j	 Environment included operation from -100° F to 165° F at
vibration levels to 50 g's. Initial efforts were based on
I	 interrupting the light source to a photo sensitive semicon-
ductor. They were discontinued in favor of an approach
which employed semiconductor strain gages attached to a
C force beam.
i	 Temperature compensation problems -and re-evaluation of
the specification requirements indicated a return to the
i	 initial design and modifications to governing specification.
The present configuration, in development since mid-1965
contains a single (versus dual) output element and uses sepa-
rate diaphragms for calibration and system pressure sensing.
The conclusion from the qualification tests is that the Stratos-
Western calibratable pressure switch is capable of meeting
the requirements of NASA R-P & VE-SPEC 3-63, modification
number 4, with certain deviations (see Report No. ER-350-3).
E . 117• A@ REY 5165
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SECTION I
1.0 BACKGROUND
Early in 1963 Stratos-Western started development work on a pre-
cision pressure switch directed towards use in a pressure regulating
st'stom. The switch was to be used in conjunction with solenoid val-
i
ving to control a gaseous pressurization source. Since the regulation
accuracy of such a sya'em is penalized by both the switching beadban%
and response rime, the activity was directed towards precision set
points with a minimal hysteresis characteristics.
The earl;; dc.- -.pment switches used a photo detection system to
I determine the pressure sensing bellows position. This was accom-j	 plisned by a miniature lamp and a photo activated silicon controlled
a. c. po-a,ered circuit. The bellows controlled a variable aperture
mounted across the light path. Because of the very high detection
sensitivity, switching occurred with motions of a fraction of one-
thousandth of an inch. Tests showed good performance at vibration
levels of 40 g's and a set point temperature error of less than 0. 5
percent from -70° F to + 165° F.
After demonstrations of the regulating capability of the brAadbo?rd
system, Stratos-Western was approached by a number of prime
contractors to consider applications for calibratable precision Ares-
sure switch. A number of prototypes were constructed and tested.
In May, 1964, Stratos-Western proposed (S2268) a pressure switch
to meet the general operating requirements of R-P &VD-PMS-SPEC
3-63. The proposed design was for a solid state calibratable differ-
ential pressure switch with dual output switch elements, individually
adjustable within a range of t2. 5 psi with a nominal setpoint of 30. 5t. 15 paid. The environmental conditions were severe and included
operation from -100' F to 165° F and vibration levels to 5 r) g's.
The required deadband under environmental conditions was 0. 15 psi
minimum and 0. 50 psi maximum for each output switch.
I
.0 all
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The proposed design included two bellows, one for system sensing
and one for sensing calibration pressure. Because of the low pres-
sure setting, the design used the spring rate of the bellows to esta-
blish the setpoint preload. A number of customer requrested changes
were incorporated and subsequently, Stratos-Western received Con-
tract NAS 8-11730 to design, develop, and qualify prototype switches
to the NASA requirement.
These design changes imposed added restraint on the design. Most
i	 significant, was the change from an a. c. to a d. c. power source.
Photo detectors available for d. c. use had lower detectional sensi-
tivity and therefore required additional +amplification to drive the
output stages. The imposition of a minimum value of deadband
(pressure differential between switch actuation and deactuation)
and the required dual adjustment capability Plus the differential
pressure requirement and the necessity of isolating the electronic
devices from the reference fluids, compopnded the design difficul-
ties.
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SECTION U
2. 0 INITIAL PROGRAM
2.1 Proposed Design
In the initial concept, pressure was sensed b a bellows to whichP P	 Y
a blade type shutter was attached. M f)vement of the bellows caused
the shutter to interrupt light passing from a source to a photocell.
The actuation band (the difference between actuation and deactua-
tion) was established by a combination of mechanical friction and
positive feedback. The positive feedback is similar to a latching
function or the technique used in a Schmidt Trigger. Welded metal
bellows were used as a means of calibration. The original pro-
posed design is shov n in figure 2 on the following page.
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2. 2 Revised Design
Several changes were made to the design originally proposed.
j	 These included modification of mounting provisions, hermetric
isolation of the electric components, and introduction of a rubber
impregnated cloth diaphragm to replace the calibration bellows.
The cloth diaphragm was disqualified because the material was
not LOX compatable. Pressure seals were changed from elas-
tomer to Teflon coated metal O-rings and the use of miniature
relays to replace power transistors was approved by NASA.
These changes were accomplished on paper by the end of August
and drawings reflecting these changes were given conditional
approval in mid-September. Section views and a schematic of
l	 the revised design are illustrated in figure 3 and 4.
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2.3 Develorment
2.3.1 Electronics
In the initial phase of electronics development, major areas
were investigated. The following highlights are considered of
interest in relation to this report.
1. The electronics portion of the switch was isolated from the
	 i
actuator.
2. Relays replaced the transistors to reduce power dissipation.
3. It was found th •;t the most critical parameter for stability
of the setpoint was the lamp intensity. A simple constant
current regulator maintained the set point with variations
in voltage, however, this approach was initially discarded
because its high rate power consumption and its contribu-
tion to temperature rise within the case- Accordingly, a
pulse type power supply was constructed for the lamp. It
was found that power to the lamp had to be maintained con-
stant for uniform lamp intensity. Several attempts were
made to vary the pulse width with supply voltage. All
approaches were relatively complex from the standpoint of
components required and none provided satisfactory inten-
sity control. These reasons indicated a return to the cur-
rent regulator. The inherent heat transfer problem was
alleviated by the use of heat sinks and insulation.
4. Studies were made of the effects of temperature on a sta-
bilized voltage system. It was concluded that a stable set-
point will result if the lamp current is properly varied as
a function of temperature.
5. Sensistors to control temperature correction did not give
a true reading until the unit was temperature stabilized.
The temperature lag was believed to result from the sen-
sistors not being in contact with the lamp. When the sen-
sistors were mounted in direct contact with the lamp, the
setpoint error decreased from ". 50 to 0. 12 psi.
^	 I
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6. A production prototype assembly was completed in March
of 1965, which prooved to be functionally accurate. Results
of tests conducted on this unit are discussed in Paragraph
2.3.3
2. 3. 2 Breadboard Tests
Preliminary tests were conducted to determine the sensitivity
of the switch optics and to define the preliminary switch circuitry.
These tests showed that the sensitivity was more than adequate
to meet the 0. 15 to 0. 50 psi actuation hand requirement, also
that the band may be varied as desired by increase or decrease
of positive feedback.
In September of 1964, the development unit was tested at ambient
for setpoint and deadband stability as a function of input voltage.
This unit included a bellows assem^-'.y mounted in a simplified
body and the breadboard electronic components repackaged to
simulate the production switch as closely as possible. This unit
contained only one operating switch element, but a second lamp
and transistor were connected to simulate electrical loading.
Lamp intensit ,'r was the most critical parameter for setpoint sta-
bility, therefore, a diode was added to the circuit to regulate
constant current and assure setpoint accuracy with voltage varia-
tions.
It was determined that photo transistor gain varied significantly
with temperature. To maintain an accurate setpoint over the
required rpnge, a thermistor was added to vary lamp current as
a function of temperature.
Early tests were conducted without a bellows assembly and used
a mechanically positioned shutter to control light to the photo
transistor. From these tests it was found that switching can be
achieved 100 miccoinches of shutter travel, and that the dead-
band requirements can be met by controlling the amount of posi-
tive feedback in the trigger circuit. The need for additional
components to maintain setpoint accuracy with respect to volt-
age and temperature varia + ion was also established.
f
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Hysterisis tests were made on bellows assemblies having 1-1 /2
and ?-1/2 convolutions. The former assembly was selected
because it had a hysterisis error equivalent to . 14 psi compared
to a 0. 5 error from the 2-1/2 convolute design.
The Ni-Span 'C' bellows proved temperature stab:e between
-100 F and 165 F. Overpressurization caused a shift in setpoint.
The shift, equal to approximately 1/2 the allowable error, was
erased when the pressure was dropped to zero.
2.4 Prototype Tests and Evaluation
A single production prototype unit was completed which incorp-
orated all changes resulting from development tests. Functional
accuracy tests (cycling at pressures above and below the set point)
were completed with satisfactory results. Extreme temperature
tests were stopped when cycling from +70° F to -25° F resulted in
excessive variations in the high and low switch points.
The data gathered to this time was carefully reviewed and eval-
uated. -From this, it was concluded that, with the existing speci-
fication requirements, the initial design approach would not lead
to a development of a practical switch. This become apparent for
several reasons. First, a thermal compensation circuit must be
tailored to match the photo transistor used in each switch. This
initial selection of matched components would not guarantee their
stability with respect to time. Because of present specification
requirement for dual switch points, the addition of compensation
components for each photocell will almost double existing circuitry.
The temperature compensation problem might be solved by means
of a low rate pressure sensing system. While this would reduce
pressure error resulting from transistor gain, the hysterisis
error would be excessive and vibration problem would increase.
Based on this evaluation, it was decided to discontinue work on
the initial design and to seek other methods for producing the switch.
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SECTION III
3. 0 ALTERNATE APPROACHES
3.1 Strain Gage Investigation
Several design approaches were investigated to find an alternate
design method for the solid state pressure switch. The most pro-
r^ising approach appeared to be one using semi-conductor strain
gages attached to a beam loaded by a pressurization diaphragm.
This approach fulfilled the requirements of specification R-P &
VE-PMS SPEC 3-63. This approach was detailed in an appendix
of Report Number SR-438-7 (also attached as appendix I to this
report. )
During April and May, the required drawings and a breadboard
of the loadeell, setpoint beam, and differential pressure sensor
were made. In July, strain gages applied to the setpoint beam
were st, bilized by therrial cycling between -100° F and + 150` F
After eight cycles, the bridge circuit repeated within the desired
accuracy. Resistance of individual gages and bridge gages was
measured and this data studied to determine the effect of instal-
lation strain and to determine compensation requirements.
Compensating techniques which were analytically evaluated in-
cluded: shunt circuits using thermistors in the bridge; compen-
sating the bridge voltage applied to each bridge pair; and ther-
mistor networks both in series and parallel with a gage pair.
Compensation was attempted using thermis tor - resistor -silicon
series networks. This worked well in the -100" F to 0° F range,
but reversal of the curve above 0° F could not be accomplished
with existing temperature sensitive elements. Other compensa-
tion techniques would require the addition of temperature sensi-
tive elements whose quality and stability present problems equal
I	 to that of the ain-om pens ated bridge.
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By the end of .July, studies indicated that a dual output system
would be impractical because of the sophisticated circuitry re-
quired. Further, that while a single output switch would be
operable, performance would be marginal under severe environ-
mental conditions. A switch employing the strain gage techniques
meeting the existing requirements will be attainable only when
adequate temperature sensitive elements become available.
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SECTION IV
1. 0 F INA L PIIOGRAXI
At a nieeting with NASA officials in Huntsville, " July 1965, it was
agreed that many of the original specification requirements had become
obsolete, particularly with regard to environment and calibration test
conditions. It was agreed that HASP should re%-ieN^ the specifie,_ition and
that Stratos-Western would submit for approval a rc-evaluation and
review of the program and contract to date.
By mid-,August, t, Strain gage study had reached an impasse, the gap
between the capabilities of existing components and specification design
requirements being too great.
As a result, Stratos-Western analyzed and designed a single output dif-
ferential pressure switch, submitting this proposal P-32() to NAS.1 in
August of 1965. This switch was to meet the revised requirements of
NASA Specification R-P h VE-PHIS SPEC 3-63 and Qual Test Procedure
PMS Specification Number 3.
The stiitch was designed for a nominal setpoint of "0. 5 4 . 15 psid with
a setpoint adjustment capability of _- 1. 0 psi. The pressure being sensed
by a p rimary diaphragm for system operation, and by a secondary dia-
I hragm for remote pressure checkout. The setpoint would be estab-
lished by the combination of a fixed Belleville spring and an adjustable
helical spring designed to provide a low, positive spring rate actuation.
Photo detectors provide signals which sense actuator position, and drive
the output stages in a switching mode through a logic element.
4. 1	 Revised Iequirements
Stratos-^; estern Proposal 1-1
-350 constitued the official submittal
to the procuring agency of the desired changes to the switch design
and to the governing specification. This document was submitted
to NASA in December of 1965, and prompt approval was received
in January. Salient changes to the original specification h-P &
FA/KC:HIL_f^ HI^LEF?	 P,qc No 16
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VF-PMS SPEC -63, include the following items:
1.	 The switch point requirement ^%as changed from dual to single.
The extent of switch point adjustment capability in the field was
reduced from _ ". to : 1. 0 psi.
3. Pressure variation allowable during both vibration .tnd high and
low temperature cycling uas increased from - 0. 10 to ". 15
psi.
4. The shock test requirement was deleted subject to successful
completion of vibration tests.
5. The random vibration test requirement ^; :is deleted.
1
6. The setting below actuation pressure prior to vibration test
«as increased from . 15 to . 35 paid.
7. The allowable time lag `or actuation or deactuation was in-
creased from 5 to 10 .rilliseconds.,
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Devised Dosign
The pressure is .sensed by a primary diaphragm for system fiper-
ation, and by a secondary diaphgrani for remote pressure checkout.
T he setpoint is establi:jhed by the combination of .t fixed HwIleville
spring and an adjustable helical spring desi;,ned to provi le <, low,
positive spring rite actuator The actuator position is sensed by
a photo detector which coupled to a trigger circuit drives thr out-
put transistor circuit. Tht. tleadband is achieved by electronic
feedback. A photo circuit id included to regulat«' the lamp current
io maintain a constant light gain product of the detector to provide
temperature compensation,
The envelope specified in NASA Specification 2-M-32007 was used
as a basis for establishing an acceptable mounting arrangement.
Temperature compensation of a mechanical system is easier to
accomplish than an electronic system. For this reason the set -
point is established by the preload of a reference spring and sen-
sor motion occurs only in the vicinit y
 of the deadband range.
Because the electronic sensor functions to detect the dectdb;tnd
range of 0. 40 psi norninal, versus a set point of 20. 5 psid the com-
pensation requirements of the electronics is reduced in the same
ratio. Ni-Span-C, used for spring construction, is capable of
providing a constant reference load within requirements. Viiria-
tion of the setpoint is established by varying the preload of a
secondary loading spring and maintaining the actuator motion con-
stant.
The small stroke requirements of the actuator lend itself to the
use of pneumatic damping to control the relative motion under
vibration.
The damping coupling will dominate actuator dynamic throughout
the applied vibration spectrum and maintain. Displacement v. ithin
acceptable limits. .1 low pass filtetl in the electronics circuit
further reduces the effect of vibration, particularly at high input
frequenev.
A closed loop regulation of detector sensitivity as used in the pre-
sent system is preferable to an open loop compensation technique
because detailed matching of components is eliminated and response
to thermal transients is more rapid.
r-
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4.2. 1 Mp chanical Details
Z he pressure switch, Drawing Dumber 350001, is designed to
provide a good heat conduction path to the mounting structure.
The base (15) containingihe calibration di:iphragii;, orifices,
,end high pressure system and calibration ports can be disassein-
Wed from the rest of the switch for cleaning the diaphragm sur-
faces exposed to system fluids. The spacer (1) supports the
primary diaphragm arid is removable for cleaning the low p res-
sure s y steni cavities. The ring (23) has the dual function of
p roviding diaphragm concentricity an(' reducing clearance vol-
ume.
The primary pressure sensing system includes the diaphr:-Irm
Belleville spring C? 1 ), flexural support 0 6), piston assembly
;19), and set point adjustment spring (18).
Set point adjustment is accomplished with a special tool which
is inserted through the love pressure port. 1khen engaged Aith
the tooth form of the trim nut 00), rotation of the tool rotates
the nut to vary the preload of spring (18), 	 lfter adjustment the
nut is locked by the dog (17), and locking screv. (14). '-lotion
Of the actuator is transmitted throu gh piston assembly (15) to
vary the a p erture to the photo detector. Electronic com,)onents
,ire assemblied in the TIC; welcled housing .chich is then back
filled and sealed.
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4. 2. 2 Electronic Details
The photo detection system is illustrated in the Functional
Diagram, figure 10. A single lamp illuminates both the
actuator sensor and the gain feedback photo transistor, which
samples the illumination level through a fixed aperture and in
conjunction with the light-gain product regulator, maintains
the lamp current at a level to provide constant detection sen-
sitivity.
The schematic of the level detector, lamp current regulator,
and electronic switch is shown in figure 10. With low differ-
ential pressure, the variable aperture is fully open and the
photo transistor is fully conducting, which in turn drives the
first transistor of the Schmidt trigger to saturation. This in
turn shuts off the output trigger transistor, the driver stages,
and the output transistor switch. As the differential pressure
reaches the setpoint, the current in the photo detector is re-
duced, which sluts off the first trigger transistor and activates
the trigger output. This in turn activates the driver stages
which provides sufficient base current to drive the output trans-
istor to saturation.
The output is fed tack through a resistor network to the col-
lector of the photo detector. Higher illumination, established
by increasing the aperture, is required on de-energization to
provide equilibrium at the trigger setting. A low pass filter
is inserted between the photo detector and trigger circuit to
reduce the snitch sensitivity to high frequency input signals
and shock transients.
The lamp current control circuit is shown in figure 11. The
circuit varies the lamp current to maintain the emitter cur-
rent of the refe=rence photo detector at a constant level. Re-
ference emitter current remains constant, in spite of varia-
tion in input voltage level or photo detector sensitivity with
temperature. The degree of control is a function of the open
loop gain of the regulator.
Diodes are used in both circuits to prevent damage in case of
inadvertent reverse polarity of the input pov-er connection. The
multiple arran-t,ement is dictated by the 1. 0 VDC maximum vol-
tage drop of the switching circuit.
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4.3 Development
;.3. 1 Electronics
The v, .s and characteristics of all electrical components
were 5cudied prior to their inclusion in the switch. The use of
a TI planar gallium arsende light source and a matched light
sensor was investigated. This approach was discarded when it
was found that the light source could not handle the currents
necessary at low temperatures.
Particular attention was given to the transistors before final
selection of the 2N772 and 2N718A components. The gains in
the operating temperature hands of the transistors shown in
figure 12. The amplification characteristics are minimal at
-100° F, therefore, this temperature is critical to the desi -n
of the circuit. The 2N7?2 output transistors are operated in
the saturated mode to minimize transistor heating with load.
Voltage drop and voltage output tests were made at these temp•-
[_ erature levels. Output voltage "OFF" is well below the '). 5')
volts permitted by the specification. Voltage dro1, in excess
of the specification at 22 volts was corrected by the selection
of 1-9 = 17 inininium.
A special study was made of lamp control circuits, and a
switching type of control circuit was selected because of it's
inheeent characteristic to minimize power loss. A variable
frequency pulse width control was assembled and, when tested,
displayed excessive detector response due to fast rise time. i1
Schmidt trigger circuit was tested which gave favorable results.
The "ON" time of this circuit is a function of the trigger dead-
band and voltage applied to the circuit. "OFF" time is a func-
tion of the average filament temperature. System tests showed
that at low temperature, the trigger differential closed because
of the loading effect of the photo detector. accordingly, a
driver stage was added to each trigger circuit. In the final cir-
cuit, diodes were added to provide protection against inadvertant
reversal of polarity.
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4.3.2 Photo-Detector
Tracking tests were made witn seven photo detectors in which
the output of one detector was used to control lamp intensity.
Temperatures were varied between -80° F and ; 120° F. n
fixture was made to evaluate detector output to shutter motion.
i	 It was fou d that detector base resistance lowered sensitivity
`	 of the detector excessively. Biasing to allow operation at low
light intensity was investigated but no apparent advantage was
I found and stability of the bias point with temperature variation
was doubtful. Tests were performed to evaluate detector cur-
rent versus shutter motion and also detector icurrent v ith vari-
ation of lamp current and temperature.
i- Figure 13 shows the result of a temperature test of the photo
detector in which lamp intensity is varied to maintain a fixed
detector output with a fixed aperature representing a typical
operating condition. It is seen that a candlepower variation of
Itwo orders of magnitude are required for correct compensation.
It is of interest that the lamp control and electronics system
compensation. permits an overall detection error of less than
W percent of a nominal aperature.
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4.3.3 Actuator
Thepresent actuator consists of a piston, a Be l leville spring
which is flexture supported, and the primary (system pressure)
diaphragm, which is convoluted by pressure forming.
In January 1966, a Belleville was fabricated which had a plateau
load of l 10 pounds, at ambient temperature. At -350° F the
i	 plateau was between 11 0 and 1 11 pounds, indicating a zero load
temperature effect. The Belleville spring was designed to pro-
vide 34 pounds operating force which will give a wide stress
margin to resist long term creep. Performance tests of the
actuator showed a deflection within the dear l band range (. 003 to
. 007 inch) of 0. 05 psi, well within the specification requirements
of t 0. 15.
IPressure deflection tests conducted in February showed a hyster-
isis in the order of 0. 4 to 0. 5 psi. This was believed to be
caused by the scrubbing of the pressure diaphragm on the Belle-
I	
j	 ville. Addition of a Teflon washer between the diaphragm and
the spring did not improve this condition. Numerous variations
of clearances between affected components were also attempted
withou* success. Accordingly, the flexure shin.-nec support
j	 was revised, with a corresponding new Belleville, (see figure 8).
r ests of this revised design showed hysterisis of ' 3.
In April, the flexure was reworked, a more flexible support pro-
vided and the contact surface between the piston and spring was
lined with Teflon tape. These modificatiions improved hysterisis
which, after 20 cycles, stabilized at 0.20 poi.
Breadboard tests of the actuator indicated that the piston was
rocking as it came off the bottom stop, a condition corrected by
reducing the stop diameter to provide, sufficient working clearance.
4. 4 Prototype Development Tests
4. 4. 1 Temperature Compensation
The electronics assembly is mated with a fixture which provides
a pneumatic means for varying the shutter position. in addition
1 -	0FAIRCH/L^ HILLER	 Pogo No.	 31
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the fixture includes a differential transformer to perinit the
recording of this position. This assembly is i^laced in an ir,viron-
mental chamber and the actuation-de.-ctuation shutter position
is recorc'cd for a series of invironmental temperatures through-
out the operating range.
Silicor_ resistors are selected to p, ,ovide the desired correction
of shutter pusition temperature error and to provide the correct
nominal value of lamp current.
4. 4. 2 :'actuator
Luring the construction and testing of the development units in
December a serious degreading at low temperature was found.
This condition vas believed caused by cocking of the Belleville
as it stroked. To correct this condition, a modified series of
springs were released for fabrication.
In January of 1967, switch serial number 002 was subjected to
a series of tests w4th various combinations of actuator compo-
nents used. Significantly deadband variation was attributed to
the Belleville. However, during subsequent tests of serial
number J03, which used the bellevill- from the development
unit, the desired beadband at love temperature was provided,
indicating that the Belleville developed a year earlier was satis-
factou.
4. 4. 3 Vibration Tests
The switch performed adequately when subjected to vibration
tests along two axes. kk ith excitation along the active axis, per-
formance was satisfactory exc ept in the narrow band between
approximately 520 to 530 cps. The sensitive band was narrow,
approximately 10 cps, with a shift point as high as 0. 6 psi. The
deadband narrowed from approximately 0. 3 to 0. 05 psi. Error
and acceleration levels were not directly proportional, a problem
traced to resonance of the lamp filament. Frosting the bulb
face reduced the pressure error, but widened the frequency band.
Sampler of the basic bulb containing a centrally supported fila-
ment were obtained and tested. Filament resonance occured
between :'000 and 2100 cps and the amplitude, cocrrared to the
original lamp, was significantly reduced.
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From these tests it was ohserved that filament ntiter, ,.] fre,^lencv
is a function of lamp brightne.=:3 ai.a thereic,r. e, at i­.axin.u;-r 'In.P-
litude, the lamp will bright en an,^ lecouic (Jet,u:ed.	 also, as the
lamp is turned on ­ i 'J-)w sensed intimsity, filorr-ent vibration
causes sinusoids' . • 1ulation of the normal cycle v. ith switching
of the lamp occurirg ;ith hi;;her than th- o sual r,ean bul') inten-
sity.
During bulb tests, with vibration along the axis normal to the
base, maximum change of setting occured at 1000 cps, 50 g peak.
The actuation point lowered 0.06 psi, and deadband reduced from
0.32 to 0.25 psi. In lateral tests, vibration, along the switch
centerline was approximately 70 percent of the applied level and
no significant resonances were found.
4. 5 Acceptance Tests
Acceptance testing of Stratos-Western pressure switch, serial
number 001, was started in December of 1966. Testing was com-
pleted and the unit shipped to NASA for further evaluation by the
end of the year. No difficulty was experienced by the unit during
tests.
Acceptance tests of serial number 003 were delayed until June, 1967,
because of an excessive deadband at low temperature which 1^ as
found during temperature compensation of the pressure switch
assembly. The electronics and mechanical sections were tested
separately, and the difficulty was traced to the actuator. Repeated
tests with various Belleville springs indicated a substantial temper-
ature hysteresis effect which was not ex, lained by the re-examin-
ation of Ni-Span-C prjperties. Another fabrication run of springs
were undertaken, however, these springs were not improved. Test
data indicated that the degree of surface work hardening had a p ro-
nounced effect on the low t2rr-perature hysteresis. Therefore, a
deviation of deadband performance at -100° F was requested and
granted.
Subsequently, serial number 003 pressure switch, which had a
spring fabricated during the development program, was subjected
to acceptE nce :esis without the disclosure of any discrepancy.
Results of the Acceptance Tests are to be found in Stratos-V estern
Report Number ER. 350-3:
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4. 6 Qualification Tests
Pressure switches, serial number 002 and 003 were successfully
subjected to qualitication tests as described in Stratos
	 estern
procedure ER. 350-2. The results of these tests are discussed in
Stratos-Western Report F.R. 350-3 of November, 1967. Tests
actuation and deactuation pressures are. shown on the fol!oving
four pages. Readings were recorded during functional tests, under
various environmental cgnditions, and for input voltage of 24 and 	 i
30 VDC.
Qualification test results are to be found in Stratos-W p stern Report
ER. 350-3.	 1
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?ECTION V
5. 0 CONCLUSIONS AND 11ECOMMFND.ATIONS
5.1 The pressure switch concept reflected by the test units is capable
of meeting the technical requirements of the specification. The
test data does not show any consistant adverse trend in operating
characteristics throughout the qualification tests. It is recognized
that the test sample should be larger to obtain a sample repre-
sentative of a production unit.
5. 2 The following fabrication areas have proven difficult and a&li-
tional product refinement is indicated to provide production on
a schedules: basis.
a) Tho use of LOX compatable solder in the installation of the
windows in the 350001 Window .Assembly should be replaced
by a different process. The very high lead content in this
solder and the resultant narrow soldering temperature range,
requires a high level of skill in this assembly. Development
of a brazing process which retains LOX computability should
be undertaken
b) A significant variation has been found in the hysterisis of
,ndividual Belleville springs. The prototype springs were
fabricated by ma- , lining from bar stock and it was found that
springs with nearly identical load curves may have significant
differences in hysterisis. This variation has bk en attributed to
differences in work hardening in the finish cuts. The effort
required is to establish tooling and process controls to permit
a satisfactory- yield from spring production.
c) Specification control of critical electronic component is indi-
cated. ldequate performance of output transistors, lamps,
and photo detector were obto,ned on a selection basis. Pro-
curement of components to meet specific requirements is
expected to reduce performance variations unit to unit, and
the facilitate routine assembly.
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APPENDIX I
i	 SENII CONDUCTOR OR STRAIN GAGE
PRESSURE S^' ITCH
Repor`. Number Sid. 438•-?
(Appends_: I pales 4 through 7)
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SEMI-CY)NDUCTOlt STi~MN GAGE. PlINSSUIM SV ITCH
SYSTEM
i
i
Figure 1 shows a typical pressure switch ehematic. The system pro-
posed consists of a strain page pressure transducer having the capa-
hilit y of providing a reversal of output pitlarit y at a desired witch point,
%%hich will be insensitive to ambient temperature. vibration and shock.
The setpoint should he adjustable through a range of 1 psig from the
mc.-n actuation level. The sv+itch signal %%ill be amplified through a
high gain differential Input oporation.41 amplifier to provi de saturation
at a pressure error of approximately 0. It psig. The deadband will be
established by feedin ¢ back a switch signal to re-set the bridge set-
point. The output switch may be either a transistor driver or a minsa-
ture relay.
In order to reduce the gain requirements o' the switch driver, high
output setni-conductor strain gaged are proposed. This provides an
output of approximately 50 times that of conventional foil or wire bonded
gages. Their use however, requires solution of temperature sensitivity
typical cf solid state components.
1	 ^
SEMI- CONDUCTOR AG 1•:S
The I'-type silicon gage which is desirable for a bridge circuit has a
parabolic resistance to strair. p roperty as shown in figure 2. The gage
factor defined by the equation:
K	 G. F. x Eg	"'here:	 alt	 resistance change ohmso	 110 - initial resistance ohms
Fig	 grave strain in/in.I
is thus a function of the initial installed strain and th-! applied strain.
	 i
Gage factor is additionally- a function of ambient temperature, as Shown
	 t
in figure 3.
Gage resistance change is a non linear function of temperature and gage
strain. Gage strain may be caused by differential expansion between the
silicon gage and the active strain element whose strain in this applica-
tion is . function of pressure and thernial properties of the strain ele-
ment and switch housing and thermal gradients within the unit.
e^
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Rec-tune of tht' parabolic rc.-rirttutce - strain relationship, a four leg
hridure will provide a linear output with strain if Al four gates exper-
ience the sane change in strain ( twit In tension. two in cf%mhreaatori)
tnd if the gages are inatched -trig installed aith Identical ittrain Thin
requirement suggests use In bending or torsional application and itot
t	 in columns.
If the foregoing requirement is met, r.aro-shift temperature coml ► en-
satlors is relatively easy. Gage bonding techniques must he con y :rtent
to av► •td variations in it-stalled d! rain ',etwe rn.gageb.
The variation of gage factor And gage resist ance w tth temperature Is
substantially more serious than conventicnal strain gases, and will
require special techniques to matntain a set point based on input ,res-
t sure. it is proposed that the input volta rve be applied directly to the
bridge without reQulation, and a setpoint current be injected Into thr
appropt late nodal pot-it.
I
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For a switch application, output Signal reversal- at the sN%itching pres-
sure is desired rather than a constant linear output relation. The set-
point should be capable of being shifted ! 20°o from a nominal valve
without incurring excessive thermal error (0. 2 °,'o maxin.um) from - 100° 1:
to 165° F. This requirement does imply linear res ponse within the
adjustment band. In the bridge schematic I: 1 would be a nor:-linear
function to temperature and R ill the injected current would be a function
of this voltage. The resistance It3 could be silicon to ai:itch the temp-
erature resistance rharacteristic of the gages. If a more non-linear
circuit IF; required an additionll thermistor-resistor network could be
used.
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